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Solutions to Practice Problems
Portfolio Analysis and CAPM

1. You are a portfolio manager and your team of analyst has prepared the following table,

with the analysis made on each asset you carry and the market’s overall return1. You

know that the risk-free rate is 3%. Calculate the expected return for each asset, as

well as the portfolio’s beta, expected return and riskiness (as measured by standard

deviation σi =
√
V ar(ri)). For simplicity assume all assets are independent of each

other.

Asset Inv. β E(r) V ar(r)

Market − 1 8% 20

APPL 600 1.2 9% 13

ADBE 500 1.15 8.75% 25

AMZN 800 1.37 9.85% 4

C 300 1.39 9.95% 50

JNJ 1, 000 0.76 6.80% 30

Portfolio 3, 200 1.12 8.58% 4.69

Important equations:

E(ri) = rf + [E(rm)− rf ]βi

βportfolio =
600

3, 200
(1.2) +

500

3, 200
(1.15) + · · ·+ 1, 000

3, 200
(0.76) = 1.12

V ar(rportfolio) =

(
600

3, 200

)2

(13) +

(
500

3, 200

)2

(25) + · · ·+
(

1, 000

3, 200

)2

(30) = 4.69

Therefore, the risk of the portfolio is
√

4.69 = $2.16 dollars.

(a) How will you answer change if the correlation between Amazon’s shares (AMZN)

and Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) was equal to 1?

Since

ρramzn,rjnj
=

Cov(ramzn, rjnj)√
V ar(ramzn) ∗ V ar(rjnj)

→ 1 =
Cov(ramzn, rjnj)√

4 ∗ 30

That is Cov(ramzn, rjnj) = 10.95, therefore we must add to the portfolio variance

the term 2wamznwjnjCov(ramzn, rjnj) =
(

800
3,200

)(
1,000
3,200

)
(10, 95) = 1.71. That is,

the variance of the portfolio would be 4.69 + 1.71 = 6.40and the risk would

increase to $2.53 dollars.

1Betas consulted from http://www.abg-analytics.com/stock-betas.shtml on Nov 18th, the rest of the

figures are fictitious.
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(b) If the portfolio is priced to yield 7% is it over or under-priced?

It is over-priced, since the fair return of the project (according to CAPM) is

8.58%.

2. I just stumble upon a fantastic business idea. The project requires an initial investment

of $150, 000, and is expected to yield $20, 000 in perpetuity. I need your help to figure

out the appropriate discount rate for the project and its NPV is I have a target Debt

to Equity ratio of 1/2.

The market is expected to yield a return of 9%, the risk-free rate is 4% and the

corporate tax rate of 15%. My analysis suggests that the issued stock for this company

will have a beta of the 2.5. Debt will be acquired using 10 year bonds with coupon

bond of 5%, par value of $1, 000 and a price of $900. Finally flotation expenses are 6%

for stock and 2% for bonds.

(a) What is the firm’s WACC?

E(rE) = 4 + [9− 4](2.5) = 16.5%

FV = 1, 000

PV = 900

PMT = 50

n = 10

 i = 6.38%

WACC =
2

1 + 2
(16.5) +

1

1 + 2
(6.38)(1− 0.15) = 12.81%

(b) What is the project’s NPV?

The PV of benefits is simply

PVBen =
20, 000

0.1281
= $156, 144.48

For the PV of costs, we must take into account flotation expenses:

Equity :
150(2/3)

1− 0.06
= $106, 382.98 Debt :

150(1/3)

1− 0.02
= $51, 020.41

NPV = 156, 144.48− 106, 382.98− 51, 020.41 = −$1, 258.91

The project has a negative NPV.
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